Variants in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster have been associated with nicotine dependence (ND) and ND-related traits. To evaluate a potential underlying mechanism for this association, we investigated the effects of 10 variants in this gene cluster and their interactive effects as a result of recent smoking on cognitive flexibility, a possible mediator of genetic effects in smokers. Cognitive flexibility of 466 European Americans (EAs; 360 current smokers) and 805 African Americans (AAs; 635 current smokers) was assessed using the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. The main effects of variants and haplotypes and their interaction with recent smoking on cognitive flexibility were examined using multivariate analysis of variance and the haplotype analysis program HAPSTAT. In EAs, the major alleles of five variants (CHRNA5-rs3841324-22 bp-insertion-allele, CHRNA5-rs615470-C-allele, CHRNA3-rs6495307-C-allele, CHRNA3-rs2869546-T-allele, and CHRNB4-rs11637890-C-allele) were associated with significantly greater perseverative responses (P ¼ 0.003-0.017) and perseverative errors (P ¼ 0.004-0.026; recessive effect). Among EAs homozygous for the major alleles of each of these five variants, current smokers made fewer perseverative responses and perseverative errors than did past smokers. Significant interactive effects of four variants (rs3841324, rs615470, rs6495307, and rs2869546) and current smoking on cognitive flexibility were observed (perseverative responses (P ¼ 0.010-0.044); perseverative errors (P ¼ 0.017-0.050)). However, in AAs, 10 variants in this gene cluster showed no apparent effects on cognitive flexibility. These findings suggest that variation in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster influences cognitive flexibility differentially in AAs and EAs and that current smoking moderates this effect. These findings could account in part for differences in ND risk associated with these variants in AAs and EAs.
INTRODUCTION
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors belong to a superfamily of ligand-gated ion channels, including GABA (A and C), serotonin, and glycine receptors. To date, nine a-nicotinic receptor subunits (a 2À10 ) and three b-nicotinic receptor subunits (b 2À4 ) have been identified. Nicotinic receptors are formed by pentameric combinations of a and b subunits (Gotti et al, 2006) . Their structural diversity and broad expression in both the central and peripheral nervous systems suggest that these receptors may regulate neurotransmitter release from nerve terminals and participate in numerous physiological activities such as reward and cognitive functions.
Nicotinic receptors are involved in controlling dopamine release in the striatum, a region that is involved in the reward pathway, and in the development of substance dependence. Administration of nicotinic receptor antagonists, deletion of endogenous acetylcholine, or disruption of nicotinic receptor genes leads to a decreased release of dopamine (Zhou et al, 2001) . Therefore, the rewarding effects of alcohol, nicotine, and other drugs of abuse, such as cocaine and opioids, may be mediated or regulated through nicotinic receptors, and variation in the genes encoding them may influence risk for substance dependence. The a5, a3, and b4 genes are in physical proximity on chromosome 15q24, forming a gene cluster (CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4; Raimondi et al, 1992) . Recently, the potential role of variants in this gene cluster in nicotine and other substance dependence and smokingrelated diseases was intensively studied. Results from four genome-wide association studies provide compelling evidence that variation in a region containing the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster contributes to risk for lung cancer (Hung et al, 2008; Amos et al, 2008; Thorgeirsson et al, 2008) , peripheral arterial disease (Thorgeirsson et al, 2008) , or nicotine dependence (ND; Hung et al, 2008; Thorgeirsson et al, 2008; Berrettini et al, 2008) . Candidate gene studies have shown that variants in this gene cluster (eg, the nonsynonymous variant rs16969968 in CHRNA5, and the 3 0 UTR variant rs578776 and the exon 5 variant rs1051730 in CHRNA3) contribute to the risk of nicotine, alcohol, and/or cocaine dependence (Saccone et al, 2007; Bierut et al, 2008; Grucza et al, 2008; Berrettini et al, 2008; Weiss et al, 2008; Wang et al, 2009) .
Nicotinic receptors also participate in neuronal differentiation and synaptic plasticity, which are important for the neurochemical foundation of learning and memory. Studies have shown that stimulation of nicotinic receptors has a role, either directly or by interaction with other neurotransmitters, in several executive functions such as response inhibition, attention, and working memory (Rezvani and Levin, 2001 ). The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is involved in working memory, and plasticity of excitatory synaptic transmission within the PFC is an important cellular mechanism of memory. Nicotinic receptors are expressed in two classes of GABA-mediated interneurons in the PFC (McGehee, 2007) . These receptors may participate in some fast excitatory neurotransmission and regulate the release of neurotransmitters such as glutamate and GABA. Cholinergic innervation of the PFC from basal forebrain nuclei may affect PFC microcircuitry by activation of these nicotinic receptors, which can enhance working memory and attention.
Some nicotinic receptor gene variants have been shown to influence cognitive function. For example, the C-allele of the a 4 -nicotinic receptor gene (CHRNA4) C1545T polymorphism (rs1044396) affected the strength of attentional scaling through an additive model, with no association found for the dopamine b-hydroxylase (DBH) gene G444A polymorphism (rs1108580), suggesting that CHRNA4 C1545T selectively contributes to individual differences in visuospatial attention (Greenwood et al, 2005) . Two other studies investigated the association between a polymorphism in the exon 2 and intron 2 junction of CHRNA4 (rs6090384) with attention, one showing a strong association of this polymorphism with severe inattention defined by latent class analysis (Todd et al, 2003) , although the other study did not support the finding (Lee et al, 2008) . The importance of other nicotinic receptor genes, including the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster, in modulating cognitive function remains to be determined.
This study investigated whether variation in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster could affect cognitive flexibility (measured by the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test or WCST). We chose to focus on cognitive flexibility, as it can be affected by tobacco use. There is evidence that nicotine administration can produce shortterm enhancement of attention and memory (Ernst et al, 2001) , and smoking cessation in adolescent smokers can lead to acute impairment of verbal and working memory (Jacobsen et al, 2005) . We also analyzed the effect of tobacco use and the interaction of tobacco use and genetic variation on cognitive flexibility. As nongenetic factors such as age, sex, ancestry proportion, and education may influence cognitive function, their confounding effects were also considered.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
We studied 466 European Americans (EAs) and 805 African Americans (AAs). Of them, 419 EAs and 674 AAs were included in our recent study that examined the influence of variation in the WW and C2 domain containing one gene (WWC1or KIBRA) on cognitive flexibility (Zhang et al, 2009) . All subjects were originally recruited for genetic association studies of drug or alcohol dependence. They were interviewed using an electronic version of the semistructured assessment for drug dependence and alcoholism (SSADDA) instrument (Pierucci-Lagha et al, 2005) . Information on sex, age, ethnicity, years of education, and the recency of tobacco use was collected at the baseline interview. There were 271 male EAs (58.8%) and 436 male AAs (54.2%). The average age (±SD) was 40 ( ± 12) years for EAs and 41 ( ± 10) years for AAs. EAs received 13 ± 3 years (mean ± SD) of education and AAs received 12±2 years (mean±SD) of education. All subjects reported a lifetime history of tobacco use, which was quantified as a tobacco recency score (1: last smoked within 2 weeks (360 EAs and 635 AAs); 2: last smoked in the past 2-4 weeks (five EAs and four AAs); 3: last smoked in the past 1-6 months (10 EAs and 7 AAs); 4: last smoked in the past 6-12 months (1 EA and 10 AAs); 5: last smoked over 1 year ago (90 EAs and 149 AAs)). In all, 409 EAs (87.7%) and 712 AAs (88.4%) had a lifetime DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) diagnosis of substance (alcohol, cocaine, opioid, or ND) use. Subjects affected with major psychotic disorders (eg, schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or bipolar disorder I) were excluded. They were recruited from the University of Connecticut Health Center (Farmington, CT, USA), the Yale University School of Medicine APT Foundation (New Haven, CT, USA), or from the University of Pennsylvania Medical Center (Philadelphia, PA, USA). The institutional review board at each institution approved the study protocol. All subjects provided written informed consent after receiving a complete description of the study. Characteristics of the participants in this study are presented in Table 1 .
WCST Assessment of Cognitive Flexibility
Cognitive flexibility is the human ability to adapt one's cognitive processing strategies to face new and unexpected conditions in the environment (Canas et al, 2003) . To evaluate whether cognitive flexibility is influenced by specific genetic factors and/or tobacco use, we used the 128-card computerized version of the WCST (Heaton and PAR Staff, 1999) . The WCST is a complex test that involves multiple cognitive processes (eg, problem solving, set shifting, working memory, and attention). During the test, subjects are required to match response cards to four stimulus cards on three dimensions (color, form, or number) by pressing one of four number keys on the computer keyboard. The participant was required to determine which sorting principle was correct and when the principle would shift during the test. The computerized version of the WCST continues until all 128 cards are sorted, which differs from the traditional WCST in which the test ends after six correct categories are completed (Robinson et al, 1980) . In this study, three indices of the WCST were used to assess each individual's cognitive flexibility: percentage of perseverative responses (%PR), percentage of perseverative errors (%PE), and percentage of non-perseverative errors (%N-PE). Factor analysis of the WCST has shown that perseverative errors could be the most useful outcome measure in assessing executive function (Greve et al, 2005) . Higher values of %PR, %PE, and/or %N-PE are indicative of poorer WCST performance and less cognitive flexibility.
DNA, Markers, and Genotyping
DNA was obtained from immortalized cell lines or directly from blood or saliva. Nine single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and one 22-bp insertion/deletion (indel) polymorphism covering the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster region with an average intermarker distance of 8620 bp were selected from the ABI SNPbrowser (De La Vega et al, 2006) or the NCBI SNP database (http://www. ncbi.nim.nih.gov/projects/SNP). Detailed information on these SNPs is summarized in Table 2 . SNPs were genotyped with a fluorogenic 5 0 nuclease assay (TaqMan) method (Shi et al, 1999) , using the ABI PRISM 7900 Sequence Detection System (ABI, Foster City, CA, USA). The 22-bp indel marker rs3841324 was genotyped by directly resolving the PCR products on agarose gel as described previously (Sherva et al, 2010) .
Statistical Analysis
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between markers was computed using the software program Haploview (Barrett et al, 2005) , and haplotype blocks were defined according to the criteria of Gabriel et al (2002) . Because 7 of the 10 markers (rs3841324, rs16969968, rs615470, rs578776, rs1051730, rs3743078, and rs11637890) showed a significant difference (Po0.001) in their allele frequencies between EAs and AAs and the self-reported population was validated using 38 ancestry informative markers (Yang et al, 2005a, b; Luo et al, 2005) by the program STRUCTURE 2.3.3 (Falush et al, 2003) , the genetic effects of all variants and their interaction with recent tobacco use on cognitive flexibility were analyzed separately in the two population groups. A multivariate analysis of variance was performed using the general linear model procedure in the SPSS16.0 software package CHRNA5--CHRNA3--CHRNB4 gene and cognitive flexibility H Zhang et al (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois) . WCST indices (%PR, %PE, and %N-PE) were treated as dependent variables, marker genotypes were treated as independent variables, and nongenetic factors (sex, age, ancestry proportion, recency of tobacco use, and years of education) were incorporated in the model as covariates. Interactive effects of genotypes and tobacco recency on cognitive flexibility were examined as well. The influence of continuous variables (age and years of education) on cognitive flexibility was analyzed by correlational analyses in SPSS 16.0. Mean ancestry proportions of AAs or EAs in the lowest and highest quartiles of WCST scores were compared using the unpaired t-test to determine whether cognitive flexibility was greatly influenced by variation in the genetic admixture of the study subjects.
In addition, the joint effect of markers in haplotype blocks on cognitive flexibility was analyzed using the program HAPSTAT (Lin et al, 2005) , a general likelihoodbased approach that infers the effect of haplotypes and haplotype Â environment on a disease phenotype. The effect of haplotypes and haplotype Â tobacco recency on cognitive flexibility was denoted as 'estimates.' Positive values of 'estimates' reflect more perseverative responses, perseverative errors, or non-perseverative errors (ie, poorer WCST performance), whereas negative values of 'estimates' reflect fewer perseverative responses, perseverative errors, or nonperseverative errors (ie, better WCST performance). In the haplotype analysis, the three WCST domains (%PR, %PE, and %N-PE) were considered as dependent variables, haplotypes were viewed as independent variables, and sex, age, ancestry proportion, education, and recency of tobacco use were treated as covariates.
RESULTS
LD patterns across the gene cluster are shown in Figure 1 . In EAs, the 10 markers showed a high correlation and the first 8 markers (four in CHRNA5 and four in the 3 0 end of CHRNA3) were distributed in three haplotype blocks on the basis of complete LD within the blocks. In AAs, two haplotype blocks were observed (two CHRNA5 markers (rs3841324 and rs684513) were in one block and CHRNA5-rs615470 and CHRNA3-rs578776 were in another block). CHRNA5-rs16969968 was highly correlated with markers in these two haplotype blocks. The remaining four CHRNA3 SNPs (rs6495307, rs1051730, rs3743078, and rs2869546) and CHRNB4-rs11637890 were statistically independent. Consistent with our recent study (Zhang et al, 2009 ), the present study showed age to be strongly inversely correlated with cognitive flexibility in both AAs and EAs, such that older individuals made more perseverative responses (EA: r ¼ 0.20, Po0.001; AA: r ¼ 0.22, Po0.001), perseverative errors (EA: r ¼ 0.20, Po0.001; AA: r ¼ 0.23, Po0.001), and non-perseverative errors (EA: r ¼ 0.21, Po0.001; AA: r ¼ 0.14, Po0.001). However, the length of education was directly correlated with cognitive flexibility, but the effect was stronger in AAs than in EAs. Thus, more educated subjects made fewer perseverative responses (EA: r ¼ À0.08, P ¼ 0.105; AA: r ¼ À0.128, Po0.001), perseverative errors (EA: r ¼ À0.03, P ¼ 0.132; AA: r ¼ À0.137, Po0.001), and non-perseverative errors (EA: r ¼ À0.06, P ¼ 0.177; AA: r ¼ À0.180, Po0.001). Recent tobacco use was associated with poorer performance on two WCST domains (ie, significantly greater perseverative responses and perseverative errors) in AAs (%PR: F (1, 804) ¼ 9.36, P ¼ 0.002; %PE:
No influence of recent tobacco use on cognitive flexibility was observed in EAs. No sex effect on cognitive flexibility was observed in either EAs or AAs. No significant difference in ancestry proportions was observed between EAs and AAs who had the lowest and highest quarters of WCST scores. This implies that variation of ancestry proportions in the study subjects did not significantly confound the genetic effect of nicotinic receptor genes on cognitive flexibility (Table 3) .
The influence of variants and of variant Â recent tobacco use on cognitive flexibility is described in Tables 4 and 5 . In 
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EAs (see Table 4 ), 5 of the 10 markers (CHRNA5-rs3841324, CHRNA5-rs615470, CHRNA3-rs6495307, CHRNA3-rs286 9546, and CHRNB4-rs11637890) showed statistically significant effects on two WCST domains (%PR: P ¼ 0.023, 0.010, 0.046, 0.046, and 0.050, respectively; %PE: P ¼ 0.025, 0.017, 0.059, 0.056, and 0.083, respectively). Moreover, EAs with minor alleles of these five markers (the del-allele of CHRNA5-rs3841324, the T-allele of CHRNA5-rs615470, the T-allele of CHRNA3-rs6495307, the C-allele of CHRNA3-rs2869546, and the G-allele of CHRNB4-rs11637890) made significantly fewer perseverative responses (P ¼ 0.006, 0.003, 0.013, 0.013, and 0.017, respectively) and perseverative errors (P ¼ 0.006, 0.004, 0.019, 0.017, and 0.026, respectively; dominant effect; Figure 2 ). In other words, the major allele of the above five markers was associated with poorer WCST performance in these two domains (recessive effect). Although EAs homozygous for the major allele of the five markers showed less cognitive flexibility, recent tobacco use was found to compensate for the negative effect of these genetic factors and was associated with greater cognitive flexibility in EAs. This finding is depicted in Figure 3 . Among EAs homozygous for the major alleles of the above four markers (CHRNA5-rs3841324, CHRNA5-rs615470, CHRNA3-rs6495307, and CHRNA3-rs2869546), current tobacco users (ie, those who had smoked within 2 weeks) performed significantly better in two WCST domains than did past tobacco users (ie, who had not smoked in the preceding 2 weeks; %PR: P ¼ 0.038, 0.010, 0.040, and 0.044, respectively; %PE: P ¼ 0.048, 0.017, 0.050, and 0.055, respectively). A similar trend for an interactive effect of CHRNB4-rs11637890 genotype C/C and tobacco recency on cognitive flexibility was also observed (%PR: P ¼ 0.088; %PE: P ¼ 0.135).
The functional marker CHRNA5-rs16969968 showed a nonsignificant effect on cognitive flexibility in EAs, but in an opposite direction from the above five markers. Its major allele (Asp) was associated with a trend for better performance in two WCST domains (%PR: P ¼ 0.083 (additive model) or P ¼ 0.064 (recessive model); P ¼ 0.104 (additive model) or P ¼ 0.069 (recessive model)). Among EAs homozygous for the rs16969968 major (Asp) allele, current smokers made more perseverative responses and perseverative errors than did past smokers (%PR: 20.08±1.66 vs 14.96±1.84, P ¼ 0.066; %PE: 17.12±1.30 vs 13.28 ± 1.44, P ¼ 0.088). In AAs (see Table 5 ), only two CHRNA5 markers (rs3841324 and rs684513) showed a statistical association with non-perseverative errors (rs3841324: P ¼ 0.027; rs684513: P ¼ 0.035).
In addition, interactive effects of markers in haplotype blocks (three blocks in EAs and two blocks in AAs, see Figure 1 ) and haplotype Â recent tobacco use on cognitive flexibility were analyzed using HAPSTAT. As shown in Table 6 , three common haplotypes (Asn-C-C: 35.0%, Asp-T-C: 32.0%, and Asp-C-T: 30.9%) in haplotype block 2 (rs16969968-rs615470-rs578776) had a protective role for cognitive flexibility in EAs, resulting in fewer perseverative responses (P ¼ 0.008, 0.0004, and 0.003, respectively) and perseverative errors (P ¼ 0.016, 0.001, and 0.007, respectively). However, current smoking reversed the favorable role of the three haplotypes (A-C-C, G-T-C, and G-C-T) in cognitive flexibility, resulting in greater numbers of perseverative responses (P ¼ 0.004, 0.0004 and 0.002, respectively) and perseverative errors (P ¼ 0.006, 0.001 and 0.004, respectively). Haplotypes in block 1 (rs3841324-rs684513) and block 3 (rs6495307-rs1051730-rs3743078) and their interaction with tobacco recency did not show significant effects on cognitive flexibility (Table 6 ). In AAs, we did not observe an apparent effect of haplotypes in block 1 (rs3841324-rs684513) and block 2 (rs615470-rs578776; see Figure 1 ) and their interaction with tobacco recency on cognitive flexibility (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
Several lines of evidence suggest that nicotine enhances aspects of cognition through nicotinic receptors and variation in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster influences the risk for ND. In this study, we further examined the effect of nicotinic receptor gene variation alone and in combination with recent smoking on cognitive flexibility (working memory, attention, set-shifting, and so on). Two major findings were obtained.
First, we confirmed that variants within this gene cluster modulated cognitive flexibility, an effect that was population specific. In EAs, 5 of the 10 genetic markers examined CHRNA5--CHRNA3--CHRNB4 gene and cognitive flexibility H Zhang et al showed an effect on cognitive flexibility. The major alleles of five markers were associated with less cognitive flexibility (ie, more perseverative responses and perseverative errors; Table 4 and Figure 2 ). The association of multiple markers and cognitive flexibility may be due to the high degree of intercorrelation of markers in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene region in EAs (see Figure 1) . Moreover, three haplotypes (Asn-C-C, Asp-T-C, and Asp-C-T) in haplotype block 2 and their interaction with tobacco recency greatly influenced WCST performance in two domains (perseverative responses and perseverative errors; Table 6 ). In AAs, only two CHRNA5 markers (rs3841324 and rs684513) were associated with non-perseverative errors ( Table 5) . As the WCST measurements in homozygous subjects (with genotype rs3841324 del/del or rs684513 G/G) varied considerably, the positive result may be due to type I error. Therefore, variation in this gene cluster may affect cognitive flexibility differentially in individuals of European ancestry compared with those of African ancestry; moreover, the effect of variants in this region on cognitive flexibility was stronger in EAs than in AAs. Another major finding was that, in EAs, recent smoking offset the genetic effect of CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 variants on cognitive flexibility. When all AA or EA subjects were examined jointly (irrespective of genotype information), no difference in cognitive flexibility was seen between current tobacco users and past tobacco users. The only subgroup of subjects whose cognitive flexibility was improved as a function of recent tobacco use was the subset of EAs who were homozygous for the major allele of five SNPs (rs3841324 and rs615470 in CHRNA5, rs6495307 and rs2869546 in CHRNA3, and rs11637890 in CHRNB4; Figure 3 ). This finding implies that nicotine can improve working memory, attention, and set-shifting in subjects who might otherwise have cognitive deficits. Nicotine can enhance various aspects of cognitive processing, such as attention and memory by activation of nicotinic receptors (Marchant et al, 2008) . However, in AAs, the effect of marker Â tobacco recency was not salient. This is consistent with the findings that AAs have a lower prevalence of ND than EAs (Kandel and Chen, 2000) . The present study suggests that nicotine modulates the effect of genetic factors on cognitive flexibility in a population-specific way.
The findings from this study may help to understand the high smoking prevalence among patients who suffer from some psychiatric disorders. Mounting evidence suggests that cognitive impairment of executive function is a core symptom of disorders such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. For example, patients with schizophrenia made significantly more perseverative responses, indicating a more pronounced and specific deficit in cognitive flexibility (Galderisi et al, 2009) , and patients with bipolar disorder have a deficit in their ability to monitor the contents of working memory (Thompson et al, 2007) . As activation of nicotinic receptors can enhance working memory and attention, these receptors may be useful therapeutic targets for cognitive dysfunction. Understandably, tobacco use may be viewed as a way of nicotine self-delivery for the treatment of cognitive deficits. Nicotine-patch therapy has been used to reduce smoking and improve cognitive function in patients with schizophrenia (Ziedonis and George, 1997) . Functional magnetic resonance imaging CHRNA5--CHRNA3--CHRNB4 gene and cognitive flexibility H Zhang et al studies have also indicated that nicotine-patch therapy improves cognitive function in schizophrenia patients by activating a network of brain regions, including the anterior cingulate cortex and bilateral thalamus (Jacobsen et al, 2004) . Moreover, selective agonists for a 7 and a 4 b 2 nicotinic receptors have been used to treat neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders in which cognitive impairment is a key symptom (Cincotta et al, 2008) . Nicotinic receptors consisting of subunit peptides encoded by CHRNA5, CHRNA3, and/or CHRNB4 could be a unique target for the treatment of cognitive dysfunction in patients with substance dependence and/or other psychiatric disorders. Our findings could also help in understanding a potential biological mechanism for the link between nicotinic receptor gene variants and tobacco use. A number of studies have shown an association of ND with genetic variants in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster (Saccone et al, 2007; Bierut et al, 2008; Weiss et al, 2008) . However, the mechanism of the positive association has not been elucidated. Several such variants (including CHRNA5-rs16969968, CHRNA5-rs684513, CHRNA3-rs578776, CHR NA3-rs1051730, and CHRNA3-rs3743078) were included in this study. Our findings that a subgroup of EAs homozygous for the major allele of the five variants in the gene cluster made more perseverative responses and perseverative errors and that tobacco use seemed to enhance cognitive flexibility suggest that remediation of cognitive impairments may be a motivator for smoking in some of these individuals. The genetic moderation of brain (or cognitive) function and its effects on smoking behavior have been supported by other studies. Jacobsen et al (2006) showed that the C957T polymorphism (rs6277) of the dopamine D2 receptor gene (DRD2) moderated the effect of nicotine on working memory performance and cortical processing efficiency. A study by Loughead et al (2009) indicated that smokers with the Val/Val genotype of the catechol-O-methyltransferase gene (COMT) Val158Met polymorphism (rs4680) were more sensitive to an abstinence challenge than carriers of the Met allele. Both our data and those of others suggest that increased susceptibility to ND and smoking relapse may be partly due to certain gene variants that compromise prefrontal neural signaling, leading to alterations in cognitive function.
The current study has several strengths. First, to our knowledge, it is the largest study of the genetic effects on cognitive function measured using the WCST. Second, the use of three major domains (perseverative responses, perseverative errors, and non-perseverative errors) of the WCST provides a more comprehensive assessment of cognitive flexibility than analysis that focuses on only one domain. An increase in the number of perseverative errors (resulting from poor working memory) has been associated with frontal lobe dysfunction (Monchi et al, 2001) . Moreover, a relatively greater increase in perseverative compared with non-perseverative errors may occur either when impairments in working memory are severe or cognitive inflexibility is present (Hartman et al, 2003) . Third, using the percentage of WCST responses or errors can more reliably reflect the difference in cognitive flexibility among individual subjects than using absolute numbers of WCST responses or errors. 
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This study also has limitations. First, there were no data available for exposure to nicotine on the day of testing. Thus, it is unknown whether nicotine exposure close in time to the WCST has a stronger effect on cognition than more distal nicotine exposure that was within the preceding 2 weeks. Second, although current smokers who are recently abstinent may experience nicotine withdrawal, leading to a deleterious effect on cognitive performance, we were unable to address the presence of nicotine withdrawal symptoms in this study. Third, cognitive flexibility is moderated by a number of different genes (in particular, dopamine-related genes), and the role of the nicotinic receptor gene variants in modulating cognitive function may be clearer when they are examined in the context of interaction with other genes. Animal studies have shown that mice deficient in the dopamine transporter (DAT KO) gene exhibited cognitive deficits, as well as substantial differences from wild-type mice, with respect to nicotinic receptor content and function (Weiss et al, 2007) . On the basis of these findings, gene-gene interactions, which were not examined here, may be important determinants of cognitive flexibility. Fourth, as multiple markers in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster showed effects on cognitive flexibility and their statistical significance cannot withstand conservative multiple testing corrections (at a ¼ 0.05/(10*3) ¼ 0.002 for 10 markers and three WCST indices by Bonferroni's correction), it is unknown whether they are susceptibility loci for cognitive flexibility or are in LD with a functional variant. However, Bonferroni's correction seems to have been too stringent for this study because markers in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster region are closely correlated (especially in EAs). If we use the program SNPSpD (single-nucleotide polymorphism spectra decomposition; Nyholt, 2004) to correct for multiple testing, with marker LD information taken into consideration, then the experiment-wide significance threshold required to limit the type I error rate to 5% would be 0.006 for AAs and 0.007 for EAs. Thus, the results from markers rs3841324 and Figure 2 Genetic effects of five CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 variants on cognitive flexibility in European Americans (EAs). Subjects homozygous for major alleles of five CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 markers (rs3841324 ins-allele, rs615470 C-allele, rs6495307 C-allele, rs2869546 T-allele, and rs11637890 C-allele) showed significantly more perseverative responses and perseverative errors than those with minor alleles of these five markers. Data shown on the Y-axis are mean values of WCST scores (±SEM). %PR, percentage of perseverative responses; %PE, percentage of perseverative errors; %N-PE, percentage of non-perseverative errors. rs615470 are significant. Moreover, haplotype analyses with three markers (rs16969968-rs615470-rs578776) in haplotype block 2 showed that three common haplotypes and their interaction with tobacco recency strongly influenced two domains (perseverative responses and perseverative errors) of WCST performance (Table 6 ). In addition, the potentially functional variant rs3841324 (in which the del-allele was associated with increased expression of CHRNA5 (Wang et al, 2009) ) was associated with cognitive flexibility. Nevertheless, the strongly ND-associated SNPs (ie, the nonsynonymous rs16969968 in CHRNA5 and the 3 0 UTR rs1051730 in CHRNA3 (Saccone et al, 2007) ) showed only a trend toward an effect on cognitive flexibility when they were examined individually. Thus, the challenge here is to distinguish those that are likely to be functional so as to prioritize them for follow-up studies of their function.
To summarize, the present study showed an important role of variants in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene cluster in regulating cognitive flexibility. On the basis of these findings, nicotinic acetylcholine receptors could be useful targets for pharmacotherapy of cognitive dysfunction in patients with psychiatric and substance dependence disorders, including those with ND. 
